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Preface

Philip Machanick, Overall Chair: SAICSIT’99

Running SAICSIT’99, the annual research conference of the South African Institute for Computer Scientists and Information Technologists, has been quite an experience.

SAICSIT represents Computer Science and Information Systems academics and professionals, mainly those with an interest in research. When I took over as SAICSIT president at the end of 1998, the conference had not previously been run as an international event. I decided that South African academics had enough international contacts to put together an international programme committee, and a South African conference would be of interest to the rest of the world.

I felt that we could make this transition at relatively low cost, given that we could advertise via mailing lists, and encourage electronic submission of papers (to reduce costs of redistributing papers for review).

The first prediction turned out to be correct, and we were able to put together a strong programme committee.

As a result, we had an unprecedented flood of papers: 100 submitted from 21 countries. As papers started to come in, it became apparent that we needed more reviewers. It was then that the value of the combination of old-fashioned networking (people who know people) and new-fashioned networking (the Internet) became apparent. While the Internet made it possible to convert SAICSIT into an international event at relatively low cost, the unexpected number of papers made it essential to find many additional reviewers on short notice. Without the speed of e-mail to track people down and to distribute papers for review, the review process would have taken weeks longer, and it would have been much more difficult to track down as many new reviewers in so little time.

Even so, the number of referees who were willing to help on short notice was a pleasant surprise.

The accepted papers cover an interesting range of subjects, from management-interest Information Systems, to theoretical Computer Science, with subjects including database, Java, temporal logic and implications of e-commerce for tax.

In addition, we were very fortunate in being able invite the president of the ACM, Barbara Simons as a keynote speaker. Consequently, the programme for SAICSIT’99 should be very interesting to a wide range of participants.

We were only able to find place in the proceedings for 36 papers out of the 100 submitted, of which only 24 are full research papers. While this number of papers is in line with our expectation of how many papers would be accepted in each category, we did not have a hard cut-off on the number of papers, but accepted all papers which were good enough, based on the reviews. Final selection was made by myself as Programme Chair, and Derrick Kourie, as editor of the South African Computer Journal. Additional papers are published via the conference web site.

We believe that we have put together a quality programme, and hope you will agree.
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BuRS: A Building Recognition System

S.P. Levitt and B. Dwolatzky

Department of Electrical Engineering, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, WITS 2050, South Africa

Abstract

In this paper the design of a novel building extraction system, entitled BuRS, is proposed. It is capable of identifying man-made structures that are visible in monocular greyscale aerial photography of rural settlements and sparsely built-up areas. The system design is texture measure driven; integrates both edges and regions; and does not utilise an explicit model of the structures being sought for. One specific component of BuRS is investigated in detail, namely the region formation component. The region formation component incorporates a region growing operator devised by the authors and entitled "the homogeneous operator". We demonstrate that this operator can successfully locate structures exhibiting a homogeneous appearance and has utility in being the first primary processing stage of a building recognition system.

Keywords: Computer Vision, Building Extraction, Homogenous Operator

Computing Review Categories: I.4, I.4.8, I.4.6

1 Introduction and Background

A significant amount of work that has been done in the field of aerial image understanding has concentrated on the detection of buildings and other man-made structures (such as roads). Building recognition strategies for monocular images fall into one of two categories - edge-driven or region-driven approaches.

An edge-driven approach uses an edge map as its starting point. An edge in an image is defined by Jain, Kasturi and Schunck [6] as a “significant local change in image intensity usually associated with a discontinuity in either the image intensity or the first derivative of the image intensity”. Edges are found through the use of edge operators or edge detectors. Such operators are local in that they operate only on a small area or local neighbourhood of an image. Edge detectors normally produce an edge magnitude (representing the strength of the edge) as well as an edge direction or orientation (representing the direction in which the maximal intensity change is occurring). Applying an edge operator results in a gradient image or edge map which may consist of one or both of the above mentioned components.

In a region-driven building recognition strategy, the source image is initially segmented entirely into different regions. A region is defined as a group of connected pixels that have similar properties. Two of the most important criteria for grouping pixels are value similarity and spatial proximity. This comes from the intuitive assumption that neighbouring points on an object’s (building’s) surface will be similar in greyscale value and will project to neighbouring points in an image of the object. The first part of the assumption is often violated - in cases of uneven illumination, when the object’s surfaces vary greatly in greyscale value and so on. After segmentation, an attempt is made to determine which regions correspond to building components.

Most edge detectors and region growers are low-level techniques in that they do not make use of scene-domain knowledge [1]. As a result of this they tend to perform very poorly. The remainder of the interpretation process is devoted to correcting the errors and refining the results of these low level techniques. In edge-based approaches, straight line extractors [2, 15] are used in order to try and reduce the numerous spurious and insignificant edges that are found. The remaining edges are then grouped to form building shapes. Typically, buildings are modelled as rectangles or combinations of rectangles [5, 11, 8]. In region-based approaches, domain dependent knowledge and heuristics are used to identify regions forming building components [13]. Alternatively, shadow is used in order to identify regions corresponding to building roof [10].

A number of strategies have been presented in the literature which combine edge finding and region growing. These combined strategies offer a superior solution because the integration of complementary methods helps to overcome deficiencies of each individual method [10, 14]. Note that strategies which combine edges and regions can still be classified as edge-driven or region-driven according to the method that forms the primary process. The primary process is that method which determines the locations of the building hypotheses (areas in the image that are assumed to be “building”). The secondary process is used for optimisation of hypotheses’ boundaries and for verification of hypotheses.

Relatively little research has been conducted into developing low-level techniques that have the ability to discriminate directly between man-made and natural features in monocular photographs, and to the authors’ knowledge, no such techniques have been incorporated into an aerial image interpretation system. Techniques which have been developed thus far are fractal-based.
2 System Design

2.1 Assumptions and Limitations

BuRS is limited with regard to the images that it is capable of interpreting. Huertas and Nevatia [5] identify three "dimensions of complexity" with regard to aerial images containing man-made structures:

1. **Structure Density.** Rural scenes have low density housing, whilst urban scenes have a high density of man-made structures. Generally for lower housing densities, a successful interpretation is more attainable. This is due to the fact that most houses in rural scenes stand alone and therefore they can be more easily distinguished from background scenery.

2. **Structure Shape.** Buildings may appear as many different two dimensional shapes from the air. The most common shape is naturally a rectangle or a combination of rectangles (such as in "E", "T" and "L" shaped buildings). However many other shapes also occur, such as circles which would correspond to huts or rondavels. The actual three dimensional shape of a structure is also important as it affects its two dimensional appearance in an image. For instance a flat-topped rectangular structure and a simple A-frame house will both have a rectangular border in an aerial view. However the different planes of the A-frame's roof will be found separately if one plane is facing the sun while the other is not. This is a result of one plane having a significantly lighter colour than the other. Consequently, an edge appears along the apex of the roof, dividing the roof into two rectangles.

3. **Image Quality.** Images vary in terms of contrast, resolution and visibility of man-made structures. Having defined the dimensions of complexity above, the assumptions pertaining to these dimensions can be stated:

   1. All images to be interpreted by BuRS depict sparsely built-up areas.

   2. Man-made structures may be of any shape.

   3. Images must be of a quality such that human photo-interpreters can easily identify all the man-made structures. BuRS can be applied to images at scales of around 1:2,500. These images must be scanned at an appropriate resolution (200 to 300 dpi) so that house roofs are constituted by at least 200 pixels.

An additional and important assumption is that man-made structures appear in the images with surfaces of fairly constant intensity. This assumption is reasonable for the scale of photography for which the system has been designed. At this scale, roofs which have been constructed from a single type of material appear as having a uniform intensity because the fine detail and texture of the rooftop is not visible.

2.2 Design Overview

The vision system architecture is shown in Figure 1. The system consists of three major processes/components:
dictate where object edge searching should take place. Snakes (section 4.2). Region formation using a texture measure is the primary process. This idea is central to the system being presented.
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Figure 2: The Homogeneous Operator

Edge Detection, Region Forma tion and the Snake Process. At this point in time only the region formation process has been researched and implemented.

The reason for this is that region formation process is the system's primary process while the edge detection and snake processes are secondary. The secondary processes are used only to refine the results of the region formation process. As such, these processes are enhancements to the system rather than core functionality. The output resulting from the primary process is, therefore, critical in determining the success of the entire system while the outputs of the secondary processes are not.

The secondary components of BuRS are briefly documented for completeness, as well as to demonstrate how the various system elements interrelate.

BuRS has been designed to incorporate techniques for both edge detection and for region formation. Edges and regions can be regarded as duals of each other [6]. In an ideal image they provide identical information. It should be possible to obtain edges from regions by detecting the region boundaries, and regions from edges by using a filling algorithm. However for real world images this is not the case because the image edges and region boundaries hardly ever coincide. This is due to noise present in the image and inadequacies in the region and edge finding algorithms. This means that although edges and regions will not give the same information, they will give similar information, thus they can be used to support each other in hypothesis formation. This idea is central to the system being presented.

The edge detection and region formation processes take place in parallel (Figure 1). The original image undergoes smoothing and then edge detection. In parallel, a region growing algorithm is applied, which if combined with connected component extraction, will result in the image being segmented into regions. The edges and regions found are then integrated using active contour models or snakes (section 4.2). Region formation using a texture measure is the primary process. Thus, the regions found dictate where object edge searching should take place.

3 Region Formation

The region formation process involves the sub-processes of region growing followed by connected component extraction and reduction. These sub-processes are described below.

3.1 Region Growing using the Homogeneous Operator

3.1.1 Theory

The "homogeneous" operator has been designed by the authors to highlight uniform regions within an image. This is useful as the roofs of man-made structures appear very uniform in intensity at the scale and resolution of the imagery being dealt with. The operator simply averages the absolute difference in pixel intensity between every pixel in the window and the centre pixel. The homogeneous operator (HO) represents a non-linear, spatially invariant filter. The operator is illustrated for a 3 x 3 window in Figure 2.

The homogeneous operator is a local neighbourhood operator applied globally to an image. The window or mask depicted in Figure 2 is moved over the image and the HO value is calculated for each pixel position.

A suitable threshold needs to be chosen in order to adequately segment the image. In order for the homogeneous operator to be applied successfully the window size must be smaller than the smallest house roof. A good heuristic is that ten non-overlapping windows should be able to fit onto the smallest roof panel. Thresholding the operator output results in an image foreground and background. All the pixels forming homogeneous regions in the image (having an HO value less than the threshold) are marked as foreground.

3.1.2 Results

All images presented here have been intentionally brightened for improved visual appearance. The foreground represents the output of the texture measure and is formed by regions of pure black.

Image 1 is the original source image. Note that it depicts a sparsely built-up area. There are a total of 14 houses. Two of these houses have been marked with letters. The longitudinal axis of the house marked "A" does not lie on either the horizontal or vertical axes as do the longitudinal axes of the other houses. The house marked "B" is interesting because the right-hand side (sun-facing) roof panel exhibits very little contrast with the ground. The rest of the image consists of a segment of road, some natural vegetation, and large barren sand patches.

Image 2 represents the ground truth for the original image. All houses have been identified and form the image foreground (coloured black). The ground truth was created by manually interpreting the image.

Image 3 shows the results of applying the homogeneous operator to the source image using a window size of 7 x 7 and a threshold of 12.
From Image 3 it can be seen that the homogeneous operator successfully finds all homogeneous regions in the image. The roads, houses and barren sand patches are all identified because of their uniform appearance.

The majority of houses are formed by three homogeneous regions - two roof panels and the house’s shadow. Most roofs are split up into two panels because one panel is sun-facing whilst the other is not. This leads to one panel being lighter in intensity than the other and high values in the gradient image occurring along the apex of the roof.

The right-hand roof panel of house B has “leaked” into the surrounding background. This is because of the minimal contrast that exists between the edge of that roof panel and the ground.

Only the interior area of uniform regions are found. As an object’s boundary is approached, the neighbourhood of the pixels close to the boundary begins to become less and less uniform, eventually surpassing the homogeneous threshold.

Areas in the image corresponding to natural vegetation do contain homogeneous regions but these regions tend to be relatively small and fragmented.

Image 4 depicts the HO values (refer to Figure 2) generated by the homogeneous operator. This image was generated by converting the HO values to pixel intensity values and then equalising the histogram of the resulting image. Histogram equalisation is performed in order to display the image reasonably as the homogeneous operator output is confined to a narrow range.

Black corresponds to the lowest HO value calculated while white corresponds to the highest. Therefore, black in the image represents areas where little change in intensity is occurring, while white represents areas having a high degree of change. From this image, it is possible to see strong edges (white) and homogeneous regions (black) as well as intermediate areas.

3.1.3 Evaluation

The advantages and disadvantages of the homogeneous operator are discussed below.

Aerial images have a highly variable structure that
Image 4: HO Values

does not allow for stringent system goal definitions [1]. The buildings being sought for may be distorted in various ways. These include RST (rotation-scaling-translation) distortion, the fact that buildings may vary in shape, and that they may be obscured. The homogeneous operator is impervious to all of these distortions when it is correctly applied to an image. For the operator to be correctly applied, a window should be used which has an area that is approximately a factor of ten smaller than the smallest roof panel in the image. If this is the case, then the window will fit many times within the borders of each building roof. This simply and effectively results in the operator being invariant to changes in rotation, scaling and translation. This is shown by the different buildings detected by the operator (Image 3). The operator is also unaffected by different building shapes as long as an appropriate window size is used. Finally, even if a house is obscured, the operator is still capable of recognising the unobscured parts.

The limitations of the homogeneous operator are as follows. Firstly, it is only able to identify uniform regions in an image. Therefore, if the scale of imagery is such that houses do not appear as uniform regions then the operator will be unable to identify them. If a house roof is made up of disparate materials (an example of this is given in section 3.3) or has many chimneys or slopes which lessen its homogeneous appearance then once again the operator will fail.

Secondly, the scope of the homogeneous operator is very narrow as it is a local operator. Consequently, it is unable to distinguish between a uniform region representing a sand patch, for example, and a uniform region representing a house. The operator finds all uniform regions in an image to which it is applied. Further processing of these regions is required in order to differentiate between them.

However, even with these limitations it is felt that the homogeneous operator is a valuable contribution to the set of methods that can be used in aiding a vision system in the identification of buildings and houses. It is also worth noting that comparative studies [9], conducted by the primary author and Aghdasi, show that the homogeneous operator substantially outperforms Cooper et al’s fractal error operator [4] on images of the kind presented in this paper.

Image 5: Filtering Regions by Size

Image 6: Finding Buildings Using Shadow

3.2 Connected Component Extraction and Reduction

After the application of a texture measure/region grower, an image foreground is produced. Connected components are extracted from the foreground according to the definition of 4-connectivity. Usually, the image foreground is divisible into a large number of connected components. Each of these components represents a region of fairly uniform intensity (if the homogeneous operator was used to derive the foreground). However, not every uniform region in the image will correspond to a structure or part of a structure. It is necessary to try and eliminate the connected components representing false-positives from the set of all connected components that have been found. Eventually, the only connected components that should remain are those representing building shadows, and building components. The following methods attempt to do this.

3.2.1 Size Filter

The connected component list is filtered on the basis of size, using a double threshold. The upper and lower limits define a range of acceptable region sizes. The lower limit is
set to exclude small regions (which are regarded as noise),
while the upper limit excludes very large regions that can
be due to roads or areas of sparse vegetation.

Image 5 shows the results of filtering the homogeneous
operator output (Image 3) based on region size. All small
regions and very large regions have been removed. Nearly
all of the roof panels and most of the house shadows re­
main. A number of false positives remain as well. Note
that the sun-facing roof panel belonging to the house B has
been removed. This is because the panel and some of the
surrounding background have merged to form a single re­
region, having a size exceeding the allowable range.

Overall, the results of size filtering are encouraging.
The number of false hypotheses are few and no false nega­
tives have occurred.

3.2.2 Use of Shadow

The homogeneous operator (and other region growers) in­
advertently find the interior regions of shadows. This is
due to the fact that shadows appear in aerial images as
regions of uniform intensity. However, shadows are nor­
mally darker than most objects in a scene and therefore
they can be relatively easily detected by considering the
lower portion of a histogram of the image. The average
intensity of each connected component extracted is calcu­
lated. Components with an average intensity that is lower
than a specified threshold are regarded as shadows. Most
shadow regions found by the homogeneous operator can
be identified in this manner. Each shadow found forms the
basis for a building hypothesis.

Shadows are an important cue for detecting buildings
and other raised structures. For this system, shadows are
used in a very elementary manner. A user has to manually
identify the 90 degree quadrant (North-East, South-East,
South-West or North-West) in which buildings can be ex­
tected to be found relative to their shadow location.

A search is then conducted for the building compo­
nents responsible for creating the shadows found. The
search takes place in the vicinity of the centroid of each
shadow region that has been found, in an area called the
shadow box. The shadow box is a square area, with the
length of the sides being determined by the user. For each
shadow region, the box is placed so that it has one corner
on the centroid of the shadow region and lies in the quad­
rant in which the structure causing the shadow is expected
to be located.

Any connected components (which have not been
classed as shadows) having centroids falling within a par­
ticular shadow’s shadow box are deemed to be the build­
ing components that are causing that shadow. These build­
ing components are lumped together with their respective
shadow to complete the building hypothesis. Shadows for
which no corresponding building components can be found
are regarded as false-positives and eliminated. Connected
components which have been classed as neither building
nor shadow are also regarded as false positives and elimi­
nated. Note that once a building component has been al­
located to a particular building hypothesis, it may not be
allocated to any other building hypotheses.

The use of shadows in the manner described helps to
reduce the number of misclassifications, as all homoge­
nous regions which do not correspond to raised structures
can be removed. It is important to realise that shadows can
be successfully used in identifying man-made structures
without requiring explicit models of such structures.

Image 6 shows the results of employing shadow to
reduce the number of false hypotheses. Only the actual
building components of each hypothesis are marked as
foreground. The shadow component which also forms part
of each hypothesis has been relegated to the image back­
ground. Parameters used here are as follows:

- Window size: 3 x 3
- Homogeneous threshold: 10
- Range of acceptable region sizes (in pixels): 70 - 350
- Shadow threshold: 45
- Length of shadow box: 20
- Quadrant in which buildings are expected: 1

Comparing Image 6 with the ground truth (Image 1),
one notices that ten out of fourteen houses have been suc­
cessfully recognised - a recognition success rate of 71.42
percent. In addition, one roof panel of an eleventh house
(house "B") has been found. Houses with axes of elonga­
tion aligned with the principle axes, as well as the house
that was marked "A" in Image 1, have been detected.

One false positive remains which indicated by "C"
in Image 6. This false hypothesis occurs because it is
of an acceptable size and it corresponds to the "shadow" formed by the vegetation to the South-west of it. There are
three false negatives or houses that have been completely
missed. A false negative occurs due to one of the following
reasons:

1. The house shadow was not found.
2. The house shadow was removed during the size filter­
ing process. Shadow regions are removed as a result
of being too small.
3. A mistake occurred in allocating building components
to shadow components. This often happens if build­
ings are closely clustered.

It is better to err on the side of false negatives than on
the side of false positives. This because it is easier for a hu­
manship interpreter, who is correcting an interpretation,
to find missed buildings than erroneous hypotheses.

Overall, the results are encouraging and show that the
region formation component designed is capable of per­
forming fairly well on imagery similar to Image 1.

The fact that roads generally have a uniform appear­
ance and are detected by the homogeneous operator means
that it is possible that this operator could be used as a start­
ing point in their identification. Instead of reducing the
number of regions found based on size and shadow, they could be eliminated based on the length of their axis of elongation.

3.3 Region Formation in Complex Images

This section demonstrates the region formation component of BuRS on a non-ideal image or an image not conforming to the system assumptions. In this away it is possible to evaluate the effectiveness of the region formation component over a range of input data.

Image 7 is the original source image. It depicts an informal South African township. The shacks are closely clustered together in an unstructured manner, and some of the shack roofs are composed of disparate materials. A shadow is present to the South-East of each building. Image 8 shows the results of applying both the homogeneous operator (Section 3.1) and size filter (Section 3.2.1) to Image 7. The parameters used are:

- Window size: $3 \times 3$
- Homogeneous threshold: 10
- Range of acceptable region sizes (in pixels): 20 - 550

Shacks which are composed of disparate materials, for example, shack “D” which is indicated in image 8, are completely undetected or are partially detected by the operator.

Image 9 shows the buildings found by using the simple method described for determining building-to-shadow correspondence (section 3.2.2). Additional parameters used are:

- Shadow threshold: 75
- Length of shadow box: 25
- Quadrant in which buildings are expected: 2

4 Secondary Components

4.1 Edge Detection

The original image is first filtered using a Gaussian filter. This essentially involves convolving the image with a two dimensional Gaussian function. Gaussian filtering suppresses small scale structure or fine detail whilst preserving large scale structure. This is desirable as it helps to reduce the amount of spurious edges found by edge detectors. After Gaussian filtering, the Sobel edge operator is used to create a gradient image.

4.2 Integrating Regions and Edges Using Snakes

Two distinct low-level approaches have been applied up to this point. As stated they are co-relative in that an edge detection algorithm will find the edges of (for instance) a house, while the use of a region growing operator will identify the interior of the house. Active contour models are now used to detect the true boundaries of the objects identified through the use of the region grower.

4.2.1 Background to Snakes

Active/deformable contour models or snakes were initially proposed by Kass, Witkin and Terzopoulos [7]. A snake is an energy minimising spline. The energy functional has components of internal energy and external energy. Refer to the equation (1) below.
This means they are initialised on the interior of building that have been grown using the region growing operator. In the contours that it is trying to detect, otherwise the snake has to be initialised in a position which is spatially close to the boundary of the object being sought for. In this approach may latch onto local minima that do not correspond to the snakes are initialised on a gradient image of the original (section 4.1). The gradient image is negated so that edges which previously corresponded to peaks in the gradient now form valleys or troughs. This allows a snake to minimise its energy by moving toward minima in the gradient image. For instance, this allows the contour to be attracted to certain image features such as edges.

Snakes can have a very simple form. They can consist of a set of control points or nodes. Each node is joined to its neighbouring nodes via straight lines. Each node has a position, given by its \((x,y)\) pixel co-ordinates in the image. A snake is entirely specified through the number and co-ordinates of its nodes. A snake deforms as adjustments are made to the positions of each of the snake nodes. The direction of deformation is chosen so as to minimise the snake's energy functional.

For this application closed contours are used. The internal energy of the contour is specified in such a manner as to cause the contour to inflate or balloon outward. Inflating contours have been used by Cohen [3] for the detection of ventricles in medical images. The external energy of the snake is defined so that the snake is attracted to edges in the image.

In order for a snake to be attracted to edges it must be initialised on a gradient image of the original (section 4.1). The gradient image is negated so that edges which previously corresponded to peaks in the gradient now form valleys or troughs. This allows a snake to minimise its energy by moving toward minima in the gradient image.

**4.2.2 Snake Initialisation**

In any approach which uses snakes to find image contours, the initialisation of the snake is very important. A snake has to be initialised in a position which is spatially close to the contours that it is trying to detect, otherwise the snake may latch onto local minima that do not correspond to the boundary of the object being sought for. In this approach the snakes are initialised on the boundaries of the regions that have been grown using the region growing operator. This means they are initialised on the interior of building roofs and they expand towards the building edges (refer to Figure 3).

**4.2.3 Advantages of using Snakes**

Snakes provide an elegant and logical way of combining edge detection and region growing.

The snake model is defined to be a closed curve and therefore it has the ability to interpolate across missing data. Snakes also contain parameters to enforce smoothness which counteracts the effects of image noise. Snakes are capable of representing a class of objects of varying shape. This is important as it essential that the snake process not compromise our design goal of recognizing man-made structures of any shape. The final output of the system, a vector map containing polygons representing the building hypotheses' boundaries, can be deduced directly from the co-ordinates of the snake nodes. The shape of each boundary detected can be used as independent verification of whether the object found does in fact represent a man-made structure.

**5 Conclusions**

We have demonstrated the utility of our system in interpreting images of sparsely built-up areas and we have shown its limitations when it is applied to complex scenes.

Most building recognition methodologies incorporate an explicit model of the sought objects. Buildings are normally modelled as rectangles or collections of rectangles [5, 8, 11] or as sets of regions with associated geometric, photometric and topological attributes [13]. Liow and Pavlidis's [10] "region growing then edge detection" approach does not incorporate a model of shape. Hypotheses are verified via shadow and shape analysis.

The methodology presented here also does not incorporate any model of shape or place constraints on the shapes of the objects being searched for. This is desirable as there is great variability in building shapes - from circles to pentagons - and thus it is better not to restrict the search to any particular shape/s.

All the edge-driven and region-driven aerial interpretation systems reviewed employ context-insensitive edge detectors and region growers that either produce an edge map of the source image or segment it entirely into regions. Subsequent processing algorithms are applied globally to the image and so the focus of attention is not narrowed.

This system is different in this regard and can be said to be texture measure driven, as our homogeneous operator produces a measure of texture. The homogeneous operator is designed to take advantage of scene-domain knowledge (the fact that the objects being searched for appear with uniform intensity or texture) and find only significant homogeneous regions in the image. This has important consequences in that it reduces the processing time for any subsequent algorithms applied to the image as they can immediately be set to "focus their attention" on the areas discovered by the homogeneous operator.
In this system, we first identify shadows and then attempt to locate the building/s causing each shadow. In other words we use building-to-shadow correspondence. This is in direct contrast to the method documented by Liow and Pavlidis [10]. They segment the entire image into regions and each region is taken to be a building hypothesis. They then perform a shadow-to-building correspondence check on each hypothesis.

The advantage of the method used here is that it involves far less processing. The number of shadow regions that exist in an image will always be far less than the total number of regions that exist. Therefore, it is felt that it is preferable to start with shadows and look for buildings rather than the other way around.

Our utilisation of shadow information is at present rudimentary and our algorithms cannot deal with complex scenes in which buildings are closely clustered.

Finally, we have proposed a novel method for integrating edge detection and region growing with the use of inflating deformable contours.
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